Parts you Need

Flexible Frame Rods
Rotating Speed Ring
(sold separately)

Internal Diffuser
(Not included in soft box models ending in –1)
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Step 2.

Insert metal rods
(large peg) into four opposite
holes of the speed ring;
leaving one hole in between
each rod unused.
For Soft Box #2522, insert
two
Frame
Rods
consecutively into holes on
the speed ring. Leave two
holes open on each side
then insert two more
consecutive rods.
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Step 5.

Attach the
Internal Diffuser (included
in some soft box models) to
the Soft box frame. Use the
clips on the corners of the
diffuser to clip it to the loops
on each Frame Rod.
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Step 6.

Take the Reflector
Hood and slide it over the
frame, lining up the corners
and securing the velcro trim
around the entire face of the
soft box.
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Step 3. Now locate the pockets
on each corner of the Front
Diffuser Panel (pockets are
located on side with thin velcro
trim). Insert a Frame Rod into one
of the corner pockets (Figure 3).

Step 4.

Then insert the
Frame Rod directly across into
the
corresponding
pocket
(Figure 4). Repeat steps above
with the two remaining Frame
Rods.

Now the Soft Box Frame
is complete.

Finished Soft Box

If your Soft Box
has Four Frame Rods,
move on to the next step.
Connect one small rod into
one larger looped rod.
Insert the end without peg
(small rod) into the large
peg on looped rod.

Reflector Hood
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Step 1.

Front Diffuser Panel
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You are now ready to
mount the soft box to
the front of your light.

Opening Vents:
Unfasten velcro to expose flap.
Refasten corners of vent flap
towards center of velcro strip on
Reflector hood (aprox. 1 in).
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Egg-Crate Grid
(Optional)

